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Subject: Re: HL4638 - HL4639 - HL4640 - HL4641 - HL4642
Date: Thursday, 24 January 2013 at 23:05:16 Greenwich Mean Time
From: Mike Mew
To: LUCAS, Lord

Ralph,

Thank you very much for that. To be honest even I am shocked how wooly and simplisPc these answers are. If the
Gov are spending £360mill on something them I would expect a more concrete response. As a father asking the
iniPal quesPon you will not have been much enlightened.

It is Pme for me to review all the papers again in detail and come back to you.

Hope all well.

Mike

Sent from my iPhone

On 23 Jan 2013, at 18:09, "LUCAS, Lord" <LUCASR@parliament.uk> wrote:

To talk through
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Marcus.Tucker-Cooper@dh.gsi.gov.uk<mailto:Marcus.Tucker-Cooper@dh.gsi.gov.uk>" <Marcus.Tucker-
Cooper@dh.gsi.gov.uk<mailto:Marcus.Tucker-Cooper@dh.gsi.gov.uk>>
To: "LUCAS, Lord" <LUCASR@parliament.uk<mailto:LUCASR@parliament.uk>>
Subject: HL4638 - HL4639 - HL4640 - HL4641 - HL4642
Dear Lord Lucas,
Please find a`ached the answer to HL4638 - HL4639 - HL4640 - HL4641 - HL4642
Regards,
Marcus Tucker-Cooper
Parliamentary RelaPons Unit
Assistant Parliamentary Officer
Department of Health
020 7210 5173
Marcus.Tucker-Cooper@dh.gsi.gov.uk<mailto:Marcus.Tucker-Cooper@dh.gsi.gov.uk>
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM CerPficate Number
2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was cerPfied virus free.
CommunicaPons via the GSi may be automaPcally logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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